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Hepatotropic Viruses in the Brazilian Amazon: A Health Threat
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Viral Hepatitis B, C and D are a serious public health problem in Brazil and other South American countries,
mainly in the Amazonian region. Despite the paucity of clinical and epidemiological studies, a high prevalence of
Hepatitis viruses has often been described in this area. Genotype F of Hepatitis B and Genotype III of Hepatitis D
have been found to be quite prevalent in this area and preliminary studies have implicated both genotypes in
carcinogenesis and peculiar pathogenic liver mechanisms. Initial epidemiological studies have further demonstrated
a high prevalence of Hepatitis C in the western Brazilian Amazon. The geographic, cultural, ethnic and environmental
aspects of this region may favor hepatotropic virus dissemination, as well as rendering difficult the implementation
of governmental programs in the treatment of patients and prevention of disease dissemination.
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The Scope of the Problem
The Amazon River region is located in the northern part of
Brazil and includes areas of 7 Brazilian states (Acre, Amazonas,
Amapá, Pará, Rondônia, Roraima and Tocantins).
The region comprises 5.2 million km2 (61% of the Brazilian
territory), a population of 18,748.490 inhabitants (11.9% of the
Brazilian population) and a demographic density of 3.67
inhabitants/km2. In the last two decades, the region has suffered
a demographic expansion leading to a population increase of
128% where about 40% of the inhabitants are found in the
rural area. It is a region of difficult access and low social
development indexes.
The socioeconomic, communal and cultural peculiarities,
which reflect the geographic and historic characteristics of
the region, have consequences in the clinical-epidemiological
aspects of the major prevalent diseases in this area. Thus, we
have found as endemic, diseases such as malaria, yellow fever,
leptospirosis, typhoid fever and viral hepatitis. One observes
a high child mortality index due to infectious-contagious and
immunopreventable diseases, indicating a major deficiency in
the health system of the region.
Despite notable progress in the Brazilian Public Health
System as implemented in the last decade, viral hepatitis is
still an important public health problem. Furthermore it is a
specific challenge for tropical medicine in the Brazilian Amazon
region, where the morbidity-mortality rates for viral hepatitis
are high.
In Brazil, particularly in the Amazon region, the mortality
rates due to infectious-contagious diseases have dramatically
reduced in the last decade, except for viral hepatitis (hepatitis
C has presented a 30% increase in the mortality rate in the last
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decade). The distribution of the hepatitis C virus is not uniform
in the region, changing according to geographic aspects
(higher prevalence in the western Amazon), social aspects
(variation according to income distribution) and ethnical
aspects (high prevalence among some Amerindian ethnic
groups, for example the “Vale do Javari” indigenous
communities, where about 20% of the Indians are HBV
carriers). Recently, Hepatitis C virus circulation was identified
in the region and, with little data, the evidence points to an
important epidemiological impact of this virus in the region,
where frequencies of up to 5.5% are found among some
populations.
Different viral hepatitis are the main causes of Acute
Icterus-hemorrhagic Fever Syndrome in the Amazon region.
They are the cause of about 90% of deaths in the region,
mostly among Amerindian ethnic groups.
The Brazilian government supplies the Public Health
System with the vaccine and the immunoglobulin against
the hepatitis B virus. These therapeutic materials, when
properly used, may avoid viral transmission from mother to
child. However, these resources are not widely used in this
area due to the absence of professionals trained in their
adequate usage.
In 2002, the Brazilian government, via the Ministry of
Health, created the National Viral Hepatitis Program, which
developed prevention, surveillance and assistance actions in
the viral hepatitis field. It is estimated that there are 2 million
HBV and 3 million HCV carriers in Brazil. The vast majority of
these people live in the northern region, where it is very difficult
to implement prevention and assistance actions, thus favoring
the maintenance and dissemination of these viruses. The
Brazilian Public Health System finances the entire treatment
for viral hepatitis, although only a part of the resources
actually reach the northern region (the Amazon region). In
2004, the Brazilian Ministry of Health spent U$ 136.358,05 in
the management of viral hepatitis, however, less than 5% of
these resources were applied in the Amazon region.
The establishment of prevention and assistance actions
for viral hepatitis in the Amazon region faces two great
obstacles: 1) the absence of data on the local epidemiological
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behavior of the endemic and its socio-cultural interactions
with the local population; 2) the lack of human resources
technically capable of implementing clinical prevention
protocols, diagnosis and treatment of viral hepatitis. The
number of professionals is low and many of them do not
possess the technical knowledge required for the management
of viral hepatitis [1].
Epidemiological Data
Hepatitis B, D and C are still research priorities in Tropical
Medicine, mainly in the Brazilian Amazon [2].
The route of transmission of these viruses and their
epidemiological and virological peculiarities need to be studied
in the different areas of the Amazon due to ethnic, genetic,
environmental and cultural diversity.
The progress of molecular biology, has led to a better
understanding of the association between the genetics of
viruses and the natural history of the disease. It is clear now
that HBV, HDV and HCV genotypes modulate disease severity
and response to antiviral treatment [3-5].
In the Western Amazon the climate is humid tropical and
the population, in spite of the best Human Development Index
(HDIs), has a history of frequent contacts with unique
environmental conditions. In this population, there is a high
and unexplained HBV, HDV and HCV prevalence [6].
Recently, this region has initiated an ambitious vaccination
program against HBV the impact of which will only be
measurable after at least a decade. It is necessary to recognize
today, the epidemiological reality of HBV for comparative and
cost-benefit studies of field vaccination programs [7].
In Brazil, there is a paucity of studies concerning the
prevalence of hepatitis B, D and C, even so, reports from the
Ministry of Health undersign the high incidence of acute and
chronic viral hepatitis in this area [8].
More recently, Viana et al. (2004) confirmed the high
prevalence of HBV and HDV in 12 counties of the state of
Acre. The HBsAg prevalence varied from 3% to 20% of the
population. HDV infection was detected in 20% of HBV
carriers, indicating that HDV is spreading in the Brazilian
Amazon region. In addition, it has been demonstrated that
Genotype F and A are prevalent in this population [9].
In this same area, Lobato et al. (2006) showed intrafamilial
transmission to be the most important route of HBV
dissemination in Acre. Once more, the high prevalence of
genotype A and F was reported [10].
In Acre and Rondônia, the most western Amazonian states
in Brazil, hepatitis D is still an important public health problem.
Our group studied 40 patients in referral centers for liver
disease in both states and could demonstrate that Genotype
I and III of Delta viral hepatitis prevails in this region. Carriers
of HDV genotype III were younger and more symptomatic
when compared to carriers of genotype I [11].
Prevalence of HCV in Brazil suggests rates in the range of
1 to 1.5%, in southern and north eastern regions, comparable
to what is observed in Europe [12]. In contrast, the HCV
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prevalence in the Brazilian Amazonian seems to be higher.
Paiva et al. (2006), who studied health care workers in Rio
Branco, the capital of the Acre state, reported 4.5% of HCV
prevalence, but genotype distribution was almost the same
as that observed in less endemic and non-Amazonian areas
of the country [13].
Hepatitis as a Serious Continental Problem in South America
With a Peculiar HBV Genotype F and HDV Genotype III
Viral hepatitis is also an important public health problem
in other South American Countries, where prevailing socioeconomic and cultural determinants favour the spread of its
viruses [14].
The Western Amazon region is known to be a hyper
endemic area for HBV and HDV, especially among Amerindian
populations, which appear to be highly exposed to these
viruses in Peru, Bolivia, Venezuela and Colombia [15,16].
This contrasts the observations in developed countries
where HBV and HDV are under control following vaccination
programs. HDV is spreading in the Amazon Basin, probably
due to immigration and new contacts within the Amerindian
population. More cases of HDV have been described outside
hyper endemic areas, in the areas surrounding the Amazon
[17,18].
Vaccination programs have been conducted in Brazil. The
Acre State (the most western Brazilian Amazon State) launched
a vaccination program against HBV, which supposedly
covered 90% of the population. However, the use of the HBV
vaccine is still not widespread in other South American
countries, mainly those located in the Amazonian Basin.
In part, the lack of vaccination programs occurs due to
cost issues and logistical problems of delivery (such as
transport, cold chain maintenance, availability of trained
personnel, etc.) in remote areas of this region and because
their populations, due to social and educational reasons, do
not have access to public health services.
The treatment of HBV and HCV is available on the public
health system in Brazil, but this is not the reality in many other
South American countries.
For both HBV and HCV, access to therapy is limited by
drug costs (Interferon, Lamivudine, Entecavir, Adefovir for
HBV; peg-interferon and Ribavirin), as well as the lack of access
to virological tools for monitoring the treatment efficacy or
viral drug resistance. Virological diagnosis access for HBV
and HCV is indeed an actual and serious problem in Brazil,
especially in the Brazilian Amazon. Although there has been a
rapid improvement in hepatitis B and C treatment in Brazil
during the last 4 years, structural problems, mainly in the scope
of biomolecular tests, still remain [19].
For HDV, the situation is even worse, as the only clinical
information available comes from cases of fulminant hepatitis
outbreaks in the Amazonian Basin.
In addition, the Amazon is the only region where genotype
III of HDV has been found. This genotype seems to be more
aggressive and is frequently associated with a more severe
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disease. Very few studies have been dedicated to this peculiar
genotype. Many cases of fulminant hepatitis are annually
described in the Amazon Basin, mainly in young people who
live in the forest or in areas surrounding small towns [20-22].
In Brazil, as well as in other South American countries,
insufficient data are available concerning viral hepatitis
treatment and drug resistance. This is a worrisome situation,
since treatment with antiviral drugs (Lamivudine, Adefovir
and Tenofovir) is available on the Brazilian public health
system, but without the possibility of screening for drug
resistant viral strains.
The Problem of Fulminant Hepatitis in the Amazon
A mysterious disease, which accompanies liver failure with
haemorrhage and rapid death, is frequently reported among
the population of the Amazon Region and has been observed
since the 1930’s (Data not published).
In the 1970’s Barberino and colleagues studied some of
the patients with this severe disease and, from necropsies,
the necessary materials for the characterization of the clinical
and histopathological aspects were obtained (Data not
published).
In the 80’s a strong association between this syndrome
and co-infection with hepatitis B and Delta was documented
in this same region.
The hallmark of this disease is the presence of ballooned
hepatocytes with a central nucleus surrounded by fat drops.
Brazilian pathologists call this “morula – like” cells and French
pathologists prefer the term “spongiocytes” [23,24].
During this same period, Lesbordes et al. (1987) described
the existence of a similar disease associated to the HBV/Delta
co-infection, in the Central African Republic, also situated in
the equatorial forest [25].
Evaluation of these samples confirmed the strong similarity
between these two viral infections. Later, Andrade et al. (1992)
further concurred that the liver samples from both the
Amazonian and the African infections shared identical
histopathology [26].
Casey et al. (1997) have shown that in Latin America the
super infection with genotype III of the Delta virus in HBV
carriers of genotype F was present in almost all-typical
histopathological cases [27].
On the other hand, when studying the Bangui cases we found
genotype II of the Delta virus to be predominant in the Central
African cases. However, this genotype contained mutations that
affected the interaction between HBV and Delta with subsequent
putative repercussions in viral pathogenicity [28].
Paraná et al. (1995) reproduced, experimentally, a similar
disease, by inoculating patient sera into American
woodchucks (M. Monax) carriers of WHV, the woodchuck
hepatitis virus. These studies further reinforced the possibility
that this fulminant disease was caused by the superinfection
of HBV carriers with the Delta virus [29].
Up to now, there has been no specific treatment
recommended for this syndrome. Taking advantage of
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studies that have shown some benefit from early
Lamivudine therapy for fulminant hepatitis B, we propose
the use of this drug in all cases of fulminant hepatitis
followed in these referral centers. The safety of Lamivudine
and the severity of this syndrome (almost 100% mortality)
justify this proposal [30].
The Problem of Hepatocellular Carcinoma
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a growing actual
problem in the Amazon. From the rare epidemiological studies
available, it would seem that most referral centers witness
many cases of HCC, mostly in young people, even teenagers.
In general, the diagnosis is confirmed at an advanced stage of
HCC with very few, if any, therapeutic options.
This could be explained by HBV infection during childhood,
but other possibilities must be studied such as the role of
genotype F, which could have a greater oncogenic role as
suggested recently in the Eskimo population, where this
particular genotype also prevails and/or the genetic
background of Amerindians [31]. Here again, the role of HDV
co-infection must be investigated [32].
In summary, hepatotropic viruses, mainly hepatitis B,
remain a serious health threat in Brazil and South America.
The Amazonian region, particularly, has the highest
prevalence of hepatitis B and also faces hepatitis D as a
spreading disease, in contrast with other Brazilian and South
American regions [33].
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